EXPAND YOUR CAREER POTENTIAL

Get comprehensive supply chain management skills at UW-Madison

The STEM-designated Master of Science-Business: Supply Chain Management degree from the top-ranked Wisconsin School of Business provides expert training to lead complex business transformation in this rapidly expanding field. As technology and consumer expectations grow, companies seek individuals with expertise in supply chain management to create cross-functional synergies, increase customer value, and boost collaboration in a fast-changing and competitive environment.

Whether you have business experience or want to complement a nonbusiness background with targeted expertise, this degree adds valuable skills to your résumé to expand your career opportunities and salary potential.

- Two semesters
- No work experience required
- In-person learning
- STEM-designated MS degree
- International exchange and global trip opportunities
LEADING-EDGE CURRICULUM, EXPERIENTIAL FORMAT, GLOBAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM

The comprehensive degree covers topics from operations, marketing, analytics/information management, to risk management—with curriculum informed and taught by industry experts and world-renowned faculty. The in-person format also explores career paths through site visits, guest speakers, case competitions, and other professional development activities.

Benefit from the same expertise that garnered Wisconsin’s MBA in supply chain management a top-10 ranking from Gartner in 2018.

MS students are eligible to participate in a global trip facilitated by the Grainger Center and have the opportunity to take part in a biannual exchange program in partnership with the University of Stavanger in Stavanger, Norway.

STRONG EMPLOYER DEMAND FOR SUPPLY CHAIN TALENT

Marketplace demand for individuals with comprehensive supply chain expertise is currently six times the supply. Companies like Amazon, Intel, Google, and Target recruit heavily for graduates with focused training in this broad-based field.

With this supply chain master’s, launch your career in positions such as:

• Global Strategic Sourcing Analyst
• Inventory Analyst
• Operations Area Manager
• Procurement Analyst
• Supply Chain Analyst
• Commodity Manager
• Program Manager

“Customers have expanded expectations for easy purchasing, quick delivery, and flexible returns across multiple channels. Successful supply chain execution requires understanding customer needs, big-picture thinking, orchestrating multiple functions, and analyzing data. This program provides these essential skills for effective supply chain management.”

—Jake Dean, Director
Grainger Center for Supply Chain Management

To learn more about the program and to apply, reach out to us:
go.wisc.edu/ms-supply-chain
MS@wsb.wisc.edu | 608-262-4000